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A Children's Theatre Company Original World Premiere Production

Bina’s family grows the finest apples in all of Korea. But when war forces
her to flee her home, Bina is alone in the world with just six precious
apples to her name. Can these meager possessions help her find her
family?

Join Bina on her journey that ranges from the heartbreaking to the
humorous. Encountering new challenges at every turn, Bina is forced to
rely upon her apples and their meaningful legacy as she begins to discover
the power of her own resilience. Often mesmerizing, always heartwarming,
Bina realizes she’s not the only one on a difficult quest for a place to call
home.

A co-production with the Alliance Theatre

written by LLOYD SUH

directed by ERIC TING
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The Vocabulary of War and Displacement
Refugee
The word refugee is used as a blanket term for people displaced by war, violence, or persecution.
Refugees move from their country out of fear or necessity and often live in a refugee camp until
alternative options are available. 

Immigrant 
An immigrant is a person who chooses to move from one country to another. People immigrate for many
different reasons such as better quality of life, be closer to family, or access to education/work.
Immigrants can only move after completing a lengthy paperwork and legal process. 

Asylum 
Asylum is protection that is granted by a nation to someone who left their country as a refugee. This
protection allows the refugee to remain in the safe country without fear of deportation. 

Persecution 
Persecution is the systematic mistreatment of an individual or group. The most common forms are
religious persecution, racism, or political persecution. Persecution is one of the main reasons people flee
their country. 

Returnees
Someone who was a refugee but recently returned to their country of origin is called a returnee. They may
have returned due to resolved conflict or because they were denied asylum in another country. 

Stateless
A stateless person is someone who does not have citizenship in any country. Some stateless people are
refugees but not all refugees are stateless. It is estimated that approximately 12 million people around
the world are stateless. 

Forced Displacement
Forced Displacement is he involuntary movement of people away from their home due to conflict,
repression, disasters, or other situations that endanger lives, freedoms, or livelihood. 

Internal Displacement 
Internal Displacement is the forced movement of people within their country. In the United States, most
internal displacements are caused by natural disasters such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and floods. 

War 
War is intentional, disclosed, wide spread, and long duration armed conflict between countries. 

Conflict 
Conflict is when a disagreement is happening between two groups (not necessarily countries) where a
threat is perceivable. Conflicts can escalate to full wars. 
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Though Bina's story takes place in 1950, the modern world is experiencing it's largest
humanitarian crisis over 70 years later. Over 82 million people have been forcibly displaced from
their home- a number which surpasses the previous record of 60 million, set by the Holocaust and
World War II. 

The global population of refugees has more than doubled in the last 10 years, with 68% fleeing Syria,
Afghanistan, Sudan, Myanmar, and Somalia. Turkey hosts the largest number of refugees in the
world, whereas the United States hosts less than .5%. However, numbers are increasing with
President Biden raising the annual refugee admissions goal to 125,000 for 2022. Nonetheless, it is
not easy to enter the United States as a refugee with strict security screenings that can last up to 36
months. 

Refugees face many dangers when leaving their country such as lack of food, water, access to
education, and separation from their family. COVID-19 has only increased the dangers for migrant
and refugee populations. Most live in refugee camps that have little access to necessities such as
basic hygiene supplies. 

Refugees TodayRefugees TodayRefugees Today

of refugee children
have access to

education

less than

50%

42%

of refugees
are

children

Minnesota is home to over
110 thousand refugees

4 Million

people are currently in
limbo as asylum seekers
who applied for refugee

status

11 Million people were
newly displaced from their

home in the midst of
COVID-19 pandemic  people are

internally
displaced

Million48
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Springboard
Ideas of what to talk about, write about, or explore while connecting

Bina's Six Apples to your classroom curriculum
 

Write a review of
the performance or

a letter to the
actors.

What is the
lesson or

moral of the
play?

Discuss the end of 
the play. Do you think

Bina was really 
reunited with her

family? Or do you think
the ending symbolizes

something else?

Bina could only bring
one thing on her

journey. If you were in
Bina's situation, what
is the one thing you

would bring?

Why is Bina's
story important

right now?

Bina is sad to leave
behind her doll, tree

house, and apple orchard
when her family leaves

North Korea. What things
would you miss if you had

to leave home?

There are lots of
ways to be strong.
What ways are you

strong?

Discuss trust. How
does someone

earn trust? What
are ways someone

could lose trust?

Research other
refugee stories.
Compare and
contrast these

stories to Bina's.

Bina uses the stars
to navigate her

way. Map the stars
in your area and

find the North Star.

Research how apples
are grown. What types

of apples grow in
Korea and what types
grow in Minnesota?

How do you define
bravery? What is
the bravest thing

you have ever
done? 

Bina walks about 74
miles to reach South
Korea. Determine a
few landmarks that
are 74 miles from

your school. 

Recreate Bina's journey.
Divide 74 miles among
everyone in your class.

Complete your walk
while discussing how

Bina completed the long
journey.

Bina struggles to
understand "good" and
"bad" in war. Discuss
perspective. Do you

think anyone believes
they are on the "bad"

side of war? 

Imagine Bina and her family
relocated to your town to
escape the Korean War.

How would you make them
feel welcome? Make them a

guidebook of all the great
things about your

community.

If you met Bina
along her journey,

how would you
help her?

What emotions did
you feel while

watching the show?
Why did you feel
those emotions?
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Class Act: Scene WorkClass Act: Scene WorkClass Act: Scene Work

Who are the characters in the scene? 
What is the setting of the scene?
What is the most important moment in the scene?
What are the actions in the scene?
What is each character’s goal in the scene? 

Objective: In this activity, students will use existing script text to analyze characters, setting, and
conflict. Students will preform as a character in a scene from Bina's Six Apples by Lloyd Suh. 

Directions: A script is written differently than a book. The character who is speaking will be in all
caps on the left. Words appearing in italics are stage directions. Stage directions are not read aloud
in the play and they provide information that clarifies the action, setting, intentions, etc. 

As a class, read the script excerpt on pages 14-15 taking turns reading the character’s lines. It may
be helpful for the first read to have someone read the stage directions aloud. As a group, answer the
following questions: 

Break into small groups to stage the scene. Share for the class. 
 

Class Act: Take a StandClass Act: Take a StandClass Act: Take a Stand

Pizza is the best food ever created.
I like to travel.
Everyone deserves a safe place to live.  
The security of the United States is more important than quickly welcoming refugees. 
The United States should welcome more refugees that need a safe place to live. 

Objective: This activity encourages students to examine their stance on a topic. This activity works
best in an open area. 

Directions: Create a line through the center of the space using either painters tape or other
distinguishers. One side of the line represents “agree” and the other side of the line represents
“disagree” however, the room represents a spectrum with the middle representing neutral. 

Pose a question to the group and ask them to stand on the point in the agree-disagree spectrum that 
describes their feelings. After everyone has found their spot, ask select students why they stood
where they did. Encourage students to be persuaded by their peers- they can move to different points
as their outlook shifts or perspective changes. Spend time unpacking each question and responses
as needed. 

Below are a few prompts to get you started. We encourage starting at questions with low stakes and
moving to higher stakes as students become comfortable with the activity. Spend time unpacking
after the activity concludes. 

Example prompts:
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Class Act: Tossing LinesClass Act: Tossing LinesClass Act: Tossing Lines
Objective: This activity allows students to explore lines from the story and create a kinesthetic 
anchor to remember the meaning of the line. 

Directions: Cut up the lines below into strips. Every student in the class should receive a strip of 
paper and each line should be held by 3-5 students because these will dictate groups. 

Pass out the lines so that each student has one. Students should group themselves by line so that 
everyone with the same line is working together. Groups should work together to create a tableau or
frozen image that illustrates the meaning of their line. 

When students are finished, allow each group to showcase their tableau and say their line as a
group. 
 

 

 

 

We can hear the fighting getting closer by the hour; by nightfall it might
just be right on top of us.

With luck we'll make it in about 2 and a half days, but we should be prepared for more.

Sometimes that's how the world is; it's full of hateful things as much as it is full of 
things to love. Best we can do is try being one of the lovely things.

Maybe we'll come back when the war's over; maybe it'll still be here.

I promise if we can't get back or if it's gone when we do, we can build a new one 
and a whole new home.

What's happening now means I gotta trust you to make good decisions on your own.

We can't carry much but we each gotta carry our share. Only what we need. What we 
need the most is food.

Your grandma, she carries wisdom. And that's the heaviest most important thing we've got.

Five Korean apples from Moon's family orchard are better than a dozen apples from
any other spot in the world.

Sometimes you're in a spot when it seems like no one's lookin' out for you the way they
should, so in situations like that, well. We've gotta look out for each other now.

Those who fight, I hope this is what they are fighting for. The satisfaction and personal
value of contributing to this ecosystem, this community. I do my job.
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Class Act: Character InterviewClass Act: Character InterviewClass Act: Character Interview

Who in your family are you closest with?
Why is carrying the apples important? 
Were you scared on your journey?
How did you get the courage to keep going? 
Why did you choose to help the boy? 
How do you feel about the Soldier you met? 

Objective: In this activity, students will use their imagination to invent backgrounds, justify actions,
and answer questions from a character’s perspective. Students will generate questions to better
understand a variety of characters and build empathy. Students will offer advice and ideas to help
the characters. 

Directions: Place a chair at the front of the room. Ask for a volunteer to come to the front of the
class and pretend to be Bina. 

The rest of the students will play the role of news reporters who are interviewing Bina for the local
newspaper. The teacher can model by asking Bina a few questions, then invite the class of reporters
to ask her questions. 

Sample questions 

After interviewing Bina, do the same activity for other characters in the story such as the Boatman,
the boy, or Soldier. 
 

Team Builders: Hopes & FearsTeam Builders: Hopes & FearsTeam Builders: Hopes & Fears
Objective: This activity allows students to voice their hopes and fears for the future while comparing
those with their classmates. This activity aims to give perspective and commonality. 

Directions: Instruct all students to put their heads down and close their eyes. Sit for a moment in the
silence then instruct students to begin to popcorn out their hopes and dreams for the future. Once
the ideas begin to die down, instruct students to think about similarities and differences in those 
statements. 

After the students have had enough time to think silently, instruct them to popcorn out their fears for
the future. Assure students that these statements should be ones they are comfortable sharing with
the class. Again, give students a moment to think about the similarities and differences. 

Invite students to slowly open their eyes. Reflect as a group about similarities and differences they
heard with the hopes and dreams. How did they feel when they were hearing the hopes and dreams
of their classmates? Reflect on the similarities and differences they heard in the fears for the future.
How did they feel while hearing the fears of their classmates? 
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Research It: World MapResearch It: World MapResearch It: World Map

Walk to a country where your favorite food originated. 
Walk to a country with a tropical climate.
Walk to a country that your ancestors are from. 
Walk to the country where you were born. 

Objective: This activity challenges students to think about countries and gain special awareness of
the world around them. This activity works best in a large open space such as a gymnasium,
classroom with desks to the side, or outside. 

Directions: Assign each student a country to research. Give them time on a computer or in a library
to learn as much as they can about that country. Students should color the flag of that country. 

Tell the students that we are going to make a map of the world in this open area using our bodies.
Decide collectively where the United States should be located on this map. Ask students to stand
where their country would be located on your map and place the flag of their country at their feet. As
the teacher, take a look at the space and see if any adjustments need to be made. Instead of giving
students the answers, challenge them to take a second look at problem areas (“Let’s take a second
look at Europe. Can anyone help?”). 

Once your map is established, you will ask students to move to a country based on your prompts.
Ask students to step to a country that they know that capitol of. After students have chosen a
country, you can quiz them to see if they are correct. Additional sample prompts are below: 

If students are comfortable, you can ask them to identify for the class where they choose and why
they choose that location. 
 

Team Builder: I Dream Of...Team Builder: I Dream Of...Team Builder: I Dream Of...
Objective: This activity allows students to explore their dreams for the future through physicality and
gesture. Students will make observations and infer meaning. 

Directions: Gather students in a circle. One at a time, each student will step forward and say “Hello,
my name is (insert name here) and for my future, I dream of..”. They will then show their dream for
the future through gesture or mime. Allow each student to have a turn showcasing their dream. 

When everyone has had a chance, reflect with students about what they observed. What were the
similarities they saw? Did any gestures stand out? What emotions did they feel while watching these
gestures? 
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Objective: This activity uses the poem "Where I’m From" by George Ella Lyon to build community and
explore belonging. Students will practice writing skills by creating their own versions of the poem. 

Directions: Gather students in a circle. One student begins by standing in the center of the circle and
saying “Where I’m from everyone eats...” and completing the sentence. If that statement rings true for
anyone in the circle, that person also takes a step into the circle. If they feel it is very true for them, they  

Where I’m from everyone says...
Where I’m from everyone knows... 
Where I’m from everyone believes in... 
Where I’m from everyone smells like...
Where I’m from everyone feels... 

step farther into the circle than if it is only somewhat true for
them. Assure students that they only need to share statements
that they are comfortable sharing and that they 
get to decide if something is true for them. 

After everyone has a chance to observe the commonalities,
everyone re-joins the circle and another student has a turn
being the person in the center. 

Allow everyone to have a chance to complete the prompt 
then give them another prompt. 

Example Prompts: 

 

Ask students to return to their seats and reflect on the activity
as a group. How did they feel? Were there any moments that
surprised them? What connections did you make with
classmates? 

Read or listen to the poem "Where I’m From" by George Ella
Lyon. Using the poem and activity as inspiration, students can
write their own version of "Where I’m From." Students can
either free write or use the template available below: 

Ask for volunteers to showcase their poems for the class. 

Write it Out: Where I'm FromWrite it Out: Where I'm FromWrite it Out: Where I'm From

Poem Template

"Where I'm From"
By George Ella Lyon 

I am from clothespins, 
from Clorox and carbon-tetrachloride. 
I am from the dirt under the back porch.
(Black, glistening, 
it tasted like beets.) 
I am from the forsythia bush 
the Dutch elm 
whose long-gone limbs I remember 
as if they were my own. 

I'm from fudge and eyeglasses, 
       from Imogene and Alafair. 
I'm from the know-it-alls 
       and the pass-it-ons, 
from Perk up! and Pipe down! 
I'm from He restoreth my soul 
       with a cottonball lamb 
       and ten verses I can say myself. 

I'm from Artemus and Billie's Branch, 
fried corn and strong coffee. 
From the finger my grandfather lost 
       to the auger, 
the eye my father shut to keep his sight. 

Under my bed was a dress box 
spilling old pictures, 
a sift of lost faces 
to drift beneath my dreams. 
I am from those moments-- 
snapped before I budded -- 
leaf-fall from the family tree. 
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Objective: This activity will challenge students to create connects in a plot of their own making and 
explore the hero’s journey. This works well as a follow up activity to the worksheet on pages 16-17. 

Directions: Select a few existing hero's journey stories such as The Hobbit or The Wizard of Oz and
show them to the class. Brainstorm as a group the similarities and differences between each. What
are the common characteristics of hero's journey stories?

Collect two paper bags and assign a prompt from the table below for each bag. For example, you
might choose to have a “common objects” bag and a “settings” bag. Write examples of these things
on slips of paper and place them in the matching bag. Write enough slips to have one for each
student in each bag. 

Allow each student to choose one prompt from each bag and challenge them to write an original
hero's journey story about those things using the template on pages 16-17.
 

Paper Bag Prompts
Common Objects Emotions

Physical Actions

Characters

Traits

Settings

Write It Out: Hero's JourneyWrite It Out: Hero's JourneyWrite It Out: Hero's Journey

Write It Out: Role on the WallWrite It Out: Role on the WallWrite It Out: Role on the Wall
Objective: This activity allows students to brainstorm external and internal factors for characters and
create deeper, more empathetic understanding of character motivations. Students will consider 
different character’s point of view. 

Directions: Draw an outline of a person on the board. Choose a character from the play such as 
Bina, the Boatman, or the young boy, for your shape to represent. Brainstorm all the external things
that impact the character (other characters, incidents we see and those we hear about, societal
pressures, etc.) and write those around the outside of the figure. Next, fill the inside of the character
with ideas of how the character feels about all the things on the outside. 

Dismiss students to work individually on the activity focusing on a different character. Retell or
rewrite the story of Bina's Six Apples from the perspective of that character. How does that change
the story? Did this activity change your opinion of that character? Have you ever experienced similar
feelings or events? 
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Bina's favorite toy is her corn husk doll. These types of dolls are made using dried corn husks and have
been made for generations by children who grow up in regions that grow corn, including Indigenous
Americans, Indigenous Mexicans, and Asian cultures such as Korea where Bina lives. Make your own corn
husk doll using the instructions below:

3 dried corn husks or a paper grocery bag 
String or twine
Scissors 
Water in a bowl
Markers or other decorative materials (optional)

A.

C.

B.

Step 1: If you are using real corn husks, soak them in water for a few
minutes to soften. If you are using a paper grocery bag, cut the bag into
three strips that are about 1.5 inches wide and the length of the bag. 

Step 2: Tie two husks together using your string or twine and trim twine
ends (A)

Step 3: To form doll head, fold husks down and folding the tie ends
within. (B)

Step 4: Tie husks together about 1.5 inches below the top of the head to
make a neck and trim the twine or string. (C)

Step 5: Fold your third husk in half the short way - across the grain -
then, roll tightly with the grain to form arms. (D)

Step 6: Place arms between the two other husks just below the neck tie.
Tie the two husks snugly just below the arms and trim your twine or
string. (E) If you would like your doll to be wearing a dress, you can skip
ahead to step 8. 

Step 7: If you would like your doll to be wearing pants, roll the two husks
individually to make legs and tie with a string or twine. (F)

Step 8: Color and decorate your doll as desired. 

Corn Husk DollCorn Husk DollCorn Husk Doll

Materials:

D.

E.

F.
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Script ExcerptScript ExcerptScript Excerpt   

SOLDIER

BINA

SOLDIER
 

BINA

SOLDIER

 
BINA

SOLDIER

 
BINA

SOLDIER
 

BINA

SOLDIER
 

BINA

SOLDIER

What's your name?

Bina. 

Hi Bina. 

Who are you?

Like I said. Private Nam Moojin, 3rd Armored Brigade, Army of the
Republic of Korea. I'm a soldier. 

Are there more of you?

Right. Good question. Thing is, though, yes. There are more of me,
but as you can see for the moment I am alone. I'm kinda lost. 

So am I. 

Where are you trying to go? 

I don't know if I should tell you.

Why not? 

what side are you on?

I'm with the good guys. 

Below is an excerpt of Below is an excerpt of Below is an excerpt of Bina's Six ApplesBina's Six ApplesBina's Six Apples by Lloyd Suh by Lloyd Suh by Lloyd Suh   
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BINA

SOLDIER

BINA

SOLDIER

BINA

SOLDIER

BINA

SOLDIER

BINA

What does that mean?

Okay, fair enough. I guess if you asked someone on the other side
they'd say they're the good guys, too. No one thinks they're with the
bad guys, Right? Wait. you're not with the bad guys, are you?

I'm not on any side. 

Oh good. I think that means we're on the same side. One side is
invading. They're coming down from the north-

Is that the good side or bad side? 

Well, like I said that depends on your perspective. Personally, I think
they're bad cause they're fighting their way south -

They're the ones we're running away from. 

Great, that's great to know, cause those are the ones I'm trying to
stop. So yeah, we're on the same side. 

I said I don't think I'm on a side.

Script Excerpt ContinuedScript Excerpt ContinuedScript Excerpt Continued   
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Hero's Journey

Bina's journey through Korea follows the Hero's Journey template. The Hero's Journey is
common in stories that involve a hero who goes on an adventure, wins a victory, and
returns home transformed. Map Bina's journey through each of the stages. 

Hero's Journey Definition Bina's Six Apples Outline

Ordinary World
Where the hero exists 

 before the story begins. 

Call to 
Adventure

Something disrupts 
the hero’s ordinary 

world and presents a
challenge or quest.

Refusal of 
the call

The hero refuses to
accept the challenge

due to fear, uncertainty,
etc. 

Meeting the 
Mentor

Hero gets guidance 
from a mentor figure 

who gives them
something they need.

Crossing the First 
Threshold

The hero begins their
quest. 

Tests, Allies, 
and Enemies

The hero is confronted
with a difficult series of 
 obstacles that test their

skills.
Photo credit by Rob Levine | Iqbal, 2009



Definition Bina's Six Apples Outline

The Approach

At the brink of their final
obstacle, the hero makes
preparations and finds the

courage to continue.

Supreme 
Ordeal

The major test or crisis
the hero must face.

Seizing the 
Sword

After defeating the
enemy and surviving the

journey, the hero is
offered a reward. 

The Road Back
The moment before the
hero commits to the final

journey.

Resurrection
The hero must complete

a final test and apply
what they have learned.

Return with 
Elixir

Hero returns home to 
the Ordinary World but

has grown and changed
as a person. 

What other stories follow the Hero's Journey template?

Hero's Journey
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Corkboard ConversationsCorkboard ConversationsCorkboard Conversations Use the sticky notes below to think
critically about Bina's Six Apples.

My Rating of Bina's Six Apples
 at Children’s Theatre Company 

Three adjectives that describ
e 

this play are...

1

2

3

This play made me feel...

This play made me think about...

A status I would post on my social 

media after seeing this show is...

This play taught me...

A question I still h
ave is...
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FURTHER RESOURCESFURTHER RESOURCESFURTHER RESOURCES

Watch Play

Playlist Watch

Mail Letters to:

Children’s Theatre Company
 2400 Third Avenue South
 Minneapolis, MN 55404

Submit Student Questions at:

www.childrenstheatre.org
/offbookquestions 

Check out more activities on: 

Questions? Email:

schools@childrenstheatre.org

More About Korea

Korean 
Greetings

Digital Dialects- Korean
Language Games

Hyun-ho & Carson:
American & Korean Kids

Become Friends 

Learn to Play Korean
Game, Yut Nori

More About Refugees

Learn More Learn More

UN Refugee Agency
Teaching Resources

Refugees Today by
Holocaust

Encyclopedia

Watch Learn More

Kid Refugees Answer
Questions

What's the Difference
Between Migrants and

Refugees?

Watch Watch

Kids Meet A Refugee
Conversation

Kids in Refugee Camps
Discuss What they Left

Behind

Learn More Learn More

Amnesty International
Teaching Resources

Short Films for Human
Rights Educators
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